The Research Computing Package (RCP), previously known as the Research Investigator Package (RIP), is designed to facilitate the use of HITS endorsed computational services by subsidizing services that have associated fees. This program is perfect for funding between grants. It also provides labs with more data security without the maintenance effort. Any medical school faculty who run a lab are eligible to receive the package, but lab members are allowed to request on behalf of faculty. Only two services currently include charges and HITS will subsidize:

- 5 core months of Flux On Demand
- 6 TB replicated Turbo storage

The subsidy is eligible for annual renewal.

If more services with fees come online in the future (such as the HIPAA-approved cluster Armis or the Data Den archive service), HITS will be adding them to the RCP.

---

**External Links**

- Request Access to the Research Computing Package (HITS Customer Service Portal - requires Level-2 login)

**Topics**

- Flux User Guide
- Turbo User Guide